When You Wish Upon a Star
From Walt Disney's PINOCCHIO
Starts at a fairly easy level and progresses to intermediate with an optional advanced last "8" and tags

Solo Guitar
Key of D

When you wish upon a star,

makes no difference who you are,

anything your heart desires will

-------- Fill --------

open open

come to you.

Sustain the G bass here for the X's.
"When You Wish Upon a Star" - Ted Greene Arrangement  p. 2

If your heart is in your dreams,
no request is too extreme,
when you wish upon a star as
dreamers do.
Bridge:

--- optional: hit bass in chords first here ---
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--- Fill ---

Now either repeat the 2nd verse, or continue on to the more advanced last “8” and tags.
"When You Wish Upon a Star" - Ted Greene Arrangement  p.4

Like a bolt out of the blue,

Fate steps in and sees you thru,

When you wish upon a star your dreams come true.

Tag:
2nd Tag:

12th fret chimes (let ring under next 3 diagrams):
WHEN YOU WISH UPON A STAR - LEIGH HARLINE (1940)